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It is currently understood that high temperature superconductivity (SC) in the transition metal (M ) substituted
iron arsenides Ba(Fe1−xMx )2As2 is promoted by magnetic excitations with wave vectors (π, 0) or (0, π ). It is
known that while a small amount of Co substitution lead to SC, the same does not occur for Mn for any value of
x. In this work, magnetic excitations in the iron arsenides Ba(Fe1−xMnx )2As2 (x = 0.0, 0.007, 0.009, 0.08) are
investigated by means of resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) at the Fe L3 edge, for momentum transfer q
along the high symmetry Brillouin zone (π, 0) and (π, π ) directions. It is shown that with increasing Mn content
(x), the excitations become anisotropic both in dispersion and lineshape. Both effects are detected even for small
values of x, evidencing a cooperative phenomenon between the Mn impurities, that we ascribe to emerging Néel
order of the Mn spins. Moreover, for x = 0.08, the excitations along q ‖ (π, 0) are strongly damped and nearly
nondispersive. This result suggests that phases of arsenides containing local moments at the FeAs layers, as in
Mn or Cr substituted phases, do not support high temperature SC due to the absence of the appropriate magnetic
excitations.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.99.115118
I. INTRODUCTION
Iron based superconductors [1] encompass a broad family
of electronic correlated materials for which orbital and spin
excitations are believed to play a key role in determining
the system properties [2]. Of special interest are the iron
arsenides, of which BaFe2As2 is particularly well explored
and the subject of much attention [3,4].
BaFe2As2 (BFA) undergoes an itinerant spin density wave
(SDW) phase transition at about TN = 134 K [5]. For BFA,
superconductivity (SC) is achieved by means of chemical
substitution on either Ba, Fe, or As sites, which suppresses
the SDW phase [4]. SC is observed with critical temperatures
(TSC) as high as ∼20–30 K in the case of transition metal
substitution at the Fe site [3,4].
It is known that the composition versus temperature (x vs
T ) phase diagram of the transition metal (T M) substituted
Ba(Fe1−xT Mx )2As2 systems presents an unexpected asym-
metry, which concerns the fact that SC is not observed for
Cr and Mn substituted samples, that are on the hole-doped
side of the phase diagram [6]. The unique aspect related to
Mn, or Cr substitution, is the presence of strongly localized
magnetic moments at the dopant site [7–9], contrasting with
the moments observed for Co and K substituted phases, which
still present a high degree of itinerancy [10]. Indeed, magnetic
moments within the FeAs layers seem to be detrimental to
*Corresponding author: fgarcia@if.usp.br
SC, which in other cases has been shown to persist when
magnetism is formed between these planes [11,12].
The present work discusses magnetic excitations of
Ba(Fe1−xMnx )2As2 (x = 0.0, 0.007, 0.009, 0.08) as probed
by means of resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS), for
momentum transfer q along the high symmetry Brillouin zone
(BZ) (π, 0) and (π, π ) directions. Cooper pairing in the high
temperature superconducting phases in arsenides, likely a s±
(extended s-wave) phase, is understood to be promoted by
excitations with (π, 0)/(0, π ) wave vectors, derived from the
Fe electronic degrees of freedom [13,14]. Excitations with
a (π, π ) wave vector would give rise to a relatively weaker
superconducting phase, with a gap of d-wave symmetry
[13–15]. Our experiment reveals that with increasing Mn con-
tent, the Fe derived magnetic excitations become anisotropic,
both in dispersion and lineshape. In particular, the excitations
along the (π, 0) direction are strongly damped and nearly
nondispersive. Therefore, it is found that the system lacks the
magnetic excitations that promote the most efficient channel
for interorbital SC pairing [14]. Thus, our findings contribute
to understanding the absence of SC in phases of arsenides
containing Mn, in particular, or in phases containing Cr, that
also introduces strongly localized moments at the FeAs layers.
In addition, the Fe derived excitations are affected by small
amounts of Mn, evidencing a cooperative behavior of the Mn
impurities, that is ascribed to an emerging Néel order in the
system.
The case of Mn substitution presents a particular interest-
ing case study [6,16–18]. The observed behavior is involved
and understood to be related to the presence of strong QNéel =
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(π, π ) short range spin fluctuations [17,18]. The decisive
role of magnetic moments sitting in the Mn sites is clear
since, as suggested by x-ray absorption (XAS) and photoe-
mission spectroscopy (PES), the Mn ions do not act as charge
dopants [19].
II. METHODS
Our experiments were performed at the ADRESS beamline
of the Swiss Light Source at Paul Scherrer Institute [20,21].
All RIXS spectra shown in this work have been acquired
for an incident photon energy tuned to the maximum of
the Fe L3- XAS edge and for π -polarized incident photons.
Each spectrum intensity has been normalized to the maxi-
mum intensity of the fluorescence peak I0. The total energy
resolution of the RIXS experiment was about 95 meV. The
temperature was kept constant throughout the experiment at
T = 15 K and a base pressure of 2 × 10−10 mbar or better
was achieved. The 1-Fe magnetic (orthorhombic) unit cell
is adopted here for describing the orientation of the samples
[22]. Ba(Fe1−xMnx )2As2 (x = 0.0, 0.007, 0.009, 0.08) single
crystals were synthesized by the In-flux method as described
in Ref. [23]. The resistivity of the samples was measured by
employing a commercial physical properties measurements
system (PPMS) from Quantum Design.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) x vs T phase diagrams for the Mn
and Co substituted samples are presented (data from Ref. [6]).
The red arrows and red squares indicate [Fig. 1(a)] the doping
values at which samples were investigated in our experiments.
The transition temperatures were determined by the peaks (or
inflection points) on the resistivity curves, as it is shown in
Fig. 1(c). By assuming that the SDW transition temperature
is a qualitative measure of the energy scale of the magnetic
interactions between the Fe derived itinerant spins in both
systems, our Mn-substituted x = 0.08 sample and the x ∼
0.03 Co-substituted system are to be compared. As can be
seen in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), the systems have similar SDW
onset, yet only the Co-substituted compound is a SC-SDW
coexisting system.
Figures 1(d) and 1(e) display, respectively, XAS and RIXS
spectra at the Fe L3 edge of our pristine BaFe2As2 samples.
The XAS spectrum obtained with π -polarized incident pho-
tons is in good agreement with previously reported results of
BaFe2As2 [24,25]. The RIXS spectrum in Fig. 1(e) presents
the main features observed for a diverse range of compositions
of iron arsenides: a broad fluorescence line, reflecting the
de-excitation of electrons from the valence bands having
a high density of states of Fe character, and the magnetic
excitation at low energy loss E . The latter is well defined
and can be distinguished from the elastic peak at E = 0. In
general, RIXS experiments of arsenides unveiled dispersive
magnetic excitations that were found to have nearly isotropic
dispersions along the high symmetry BZ directions (π, 0)
and (π, π ), presenting characteristics that depend weakly on
composition [25–28]. Contrasting with this picture, the RIXS
spectra presented in this study display a different behavior as
a function of composition.
In Figs. 2(a)–2(p) we show a representative survey of
our results, focusing the attention on the elastic line and
background subtraction, along with the magnetic excitation
fitting. The figures show data of the x = 0.0 and x = 0.08
samples, for distinct ||q|| along the main directions of the
BZ zone as indicated. For the parent compound, even at low
||q|| [Figs. 2(d) and 2(l)], the magnetic excitation can be
distinguished from the elastic peak at E = 0. Substitution
by Mn, however, unavoidably introduces scattering centers
which increase the elastic line relative intensity, as observed
for all spectra obtained for the x = 0.08 sample. Indeed,
the elastic lines of this sample overlap with the magnetic
excitations. For q along (π, π ), the magnetic excitations are
well defined for the highest values of ||q|| and appear as weak
bumps for the lowest values of ||q||. For q along (π, 0), even
for the highest value of ||q|| the magnetic excitations overlap
with the elastic line, a situation which calls for a careful
procedure for its subtraction.
We extract the elastic line contribution assuming that the
RIXS signal for E > 0 is exclusively due to the elas-
tic line and that it is symmetric with respect to E = 0
[29]. We then mirror the data for E > 0 and subtract
it from the respective RIXS signal, unveiling the mag-
netic excitations along with the fluorescence background.
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FIG. 1. x vs T phase diagram for the (a) Ba(Fe1−xMnx )2As2
and (b) Ba(Fe1−xCox )2As2 transition metal substituted iron arsenides
(adapted from Ref. [6]). Red arrows in (a) point to the compositions
investigated in our experiments. The transition temperatures were de-
termined by the peaks, or inflections, of the resistivity measurements
as shown in (c). (d) A typical XAS spectrum for the Fe L3 edge is
presented. (e) A representative RIXS spectrum is shown, wherein the
main features of the RIXS spectra collected in our experiments are
pointed out.
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FIG. 2. Survey of representative RIXS spectra and analysis for the x = 0.0 sample measured for q along the (a)–(d) (π, π ) and (i)–(l) (π, 0)
directions, respectively, and for the x = 0.08 sample with q along the (e)–(h) (π, π ) and (m)–(p) (π, 0) directions, respectively. Open symbols
denote the experimental data (squares), the elastic line subtracted data (circles), and the magnon excitations obtained after the background
subtraction (triangles). The thick lines are fits of the spectra.
At low energy loss, the latter can be well described by a
polynomial fitting [see yellow line in Figs. 2(a)–2(p)]. The
RIXS magnetic excitation is proportional to the complex
part of the dynamic susceptibility χ ′′(ω) that is described
by a damped harmonic oscillator. The associated expression
reads:
χ ′′(ω) = χ ′′0
(
ω(
ω2 − ω20
)2 + ω22
)
= χ
′′
0
ωq
(
/2
(ω − ωq)2 + (/2)2 −
/2
(ω + ωq)2 + (/2)2
)
,
(1)
where χ ′′0 is a constant, ω0 is the excitation bare frequency
(without the damping effect),  is the excitation lifetime,
and ωq =
√
ω20 − (/2)2 is the propagation frequency of the
excitation along the q direction. The final expression to fit the
excitation is given by χ ′′(ω)(1 + nB(ω)) where nB(ω) is the
Bose-Einstein distribution function (nB = (exp(h¯ω/kBT ) −
1)−1). All the spectra of the parent compound are well de-
scribed by the model outlined above and the results are in
good agreement with what was found previously [25]. For
the x = 0.08 sample, all excitations exhibit large values of
, being strongly damped. For q along (π, 0), in particular,
the magnetic excitations are well spread in energy rendering
 ≈ ω0 which, in turn, suggests that the excitations along
(π, 0) are heavily damped or even overdamped for the x =
0.08 sample.
A more detailed inspection of the obtained spectra is
presented Figs. 3(a)–3(d), wherein the magnetic excitations
for the Ba(Fe1−xMnx )2As2 samples at the two extreme dop-
ings used here, x = 0.0 and x = 0.08, are presented. The
excitations were measured at maximum accessible (by RIXS)
momentum transfer ‖q‖, for q along the high symmetry BZ
(π, 0) and (π, π ) directions. The respective raw spectra with
the elastic-line fits are shown in the insets.
The contrast between the results for our samples at the two
extreme dopings, x = 0.0 and x = 0.08, is clear. For the par-
ent compound, the fit magnon excitation frequencies ωq along
both directions are about ωq ≈ 170 meV, with the excitation
along (π, 0) being a little broader. In both cases, the proposed
model fits well to the experimental lineshape. For the x = 0.08
sample, one observes that for q along the (π, π ) direction
the excitation peaks at ≈−170 meV and the fit frequency is
ω(π,π ) ≈ 100(10) meV. As for q along the (π, 0) direction,
the excitation peaks at about −100 meV and the excitation
frequency is ω(π,0) ≈ 60(15) meV [30]. It is noteworthy that
for both directions the excitation is considerably broader and
there appears to be some extra spectral weight (indicated by
the arrows) close to E = 0 that is not properly described by
the fitting function. For q along (π, 0), this feature overlaps
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FIG. 3. Excitations for the x = 0.0 sample with q along the
(a) (π, 0) and (b) (π, π ) directions, respectively, and excitations
for the x = 0.08 sample with q along the (c) (π, 0) and (d) (π, π )
directions, respectively. The thick lines are fits of the spectra to a
damped harmonic oscillator. The arrows in panels (c) and (d) point
to features in the lineshape not captured by our model. The insets
show the respective spectra before the removal of both the elastic
line and background.
strongly with the main excitation. Since for q along (π, π ) the
main excitation disperses a little further, this extra component
can be better distinguished.
These results are surprising since the magnetic excitations
observed by RIXS in doped iron arsenides did not show so far
any considerable evolution with composition [25–27], simi-
larly to what has been found for hole-doped cuprates [31,32].
Thus, anisotropic and composition dependent magnetic exci-
tations are observed for iron arsenides by RIXS. Moreover,
the excitations are not properly described by a simple model
of a damped harmonic oscillator, which is unable to capture
a very low energy feature close to E = 0, the intensity of
which is increasing with Mn content.
Therefore, to analyze the spectra obtained for other values
of momentum transfer, we adopt a phenomenological de-
scription, taking the peak position at the maximum intensity,
Emax, of the low-energy excitation as a measurement of the
excitation propagation energy. The spectra and peak positions
are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) for the x = 0.0 and x = 0.08
samples as a function of momentum transfer ‖q‖ for the two
directions being considered [q along (π, 0), left panel and
q along (π, π ), right panel]. Direct observation reveals that
while for q along (π, π ) the spectra of both samples present a
similar pattern as a function of ‖q‖, for q along (π, 0) the
excitation of the x = 0.08 sample is nearly nondispersive.
The scenario drawn on the basis of Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) is
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FIG. 4. Magnetic excitations for momentum transfer q (a) along
the (π, 0) direction and (b) along the (π, π ) direction (x = 0.0
and x = 0.08 samples) after removal of the fluorescence and elastic
contributions, as a function of momentum transfer ‖q‖. Red dots
and red stars mark the peak positions for the x = 0.0 and x = 0.08
samples, respectively. Energy loss (peak position), −Emax, of the
magnetic excitations as a function of ‖q‖ for (c) q along the (π, 0)
direction and (d) q along the (π, π ) direction.
summarized in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), where the peak positions
are marked by red diamonds and black diamonds for the two
cases, respectively. The anisotropy of the excitation dispersion
for the x = 0.08 sample is clear: While the low-energy exci-
tation disperses up to 170 meV along (π, π ) in the x = 0.08
sample, it hardly disperses from 80 to 100 meV along (π, 0).
The observed anisotropy between the excitations along
(π, 0) and (π, π ) in Mn-doped iron arsenides, both in their
dispersions and lineshape, calls for an explanation. We start by
discussing two possible mechanisms addressing the specifics
of the RIXS physics in the arsenides. In short, these two
mechanisms are (i) the increasing contribution of electron-
hole excitations at low-energy, overlapping with a possibly
weakened magnetic excitation, or (ii) a magnetic excitation
overdamped by strong scattering with intralayer magnetic
impurities.
(i) RIXS at the Fe L3 edge probes both Fe derived spin
and charge excitations and both can in principle contribute to
the low-energy excitations close to the elastic line. It has been
shown that electron-hole excitations between bands close to
the Fermi level can lead to dispersive peaks in RIXS, for
instance in the semimetal TiSe2 [33], in the nickelate NdNiO3
[34] or in hole-doped cuprates [35,36]. In the case of doped
iron arsenides, doping-induced changes of the electron bands
at the BZ border could allow more electron-hole excitations
between bands near the Fermi level. This would correspond
to an increase of RIXS signal coming from electron-hole
excitations upon doping along (π, 0), since it is the vector
connecting electron and hole pockets at (π, 0) and at  in
iron arsenides. In the case of bands crossing the Fermi level,
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one would expect to see in RIXS electron-hole contributions
already at zero energy loss. Thus, the small RIXS signal
at very low energy (see green arrows in Fig. 3) could be
due to some electron-hole excitations near the Fermi level.
However, it is rather weak and could be due to some imperfect
subtraction of the large elastic line at high x. We note that XAS
and PES suggest that the Mn ions do not act as charge dopants
[19], with the Mn 3d partial density of states distributed over
an energy range 2–13 eV below the Fermi level.
(ii) A recent RIXS study of Eu-based iron arsenides has
shown that the magnetic excitations are mostly unaffected
by the presence of strong Eu2+ S = 7/2 local moments [27],
evidencing that the unique feature related to Mn substitution
is the appearance of strongly localized moments at the Mn
sites inside the (Fe1−xMnx )2As2 layers. The Mn impurities
introduce strong QNéel = (π, π ) short range spin fluctuations
in the system [17,18], which might have an indirect influence
on the related magnetic excitations.
Indeed, here our main finding concerns the strong damp-
ing and the softening of the magnetic excitation along the
(π, 0) direction. In the ordered SDW phase of pnictides, it
is interpreted that the magnons have predominant intraorbital
xy → xy character [37]. Orbitals with xy character contribute
to bands whose extrema are centered around the BZ points
(π, 0) and (0, π ), which are separated by a (π, π ) wave vector
[14,38]. Therefore, QNéel = (π, π ) fluctuations are able to
scatter electrons with xy character from distinct bands into one
another, providing a possible mechanism for understanding
why the excitations along the (π, 0) direction are strongly
affected by Mn substitution. We propose that QNéel = (π, π )
fluctuations lead to a transient change of the occupation
number of the electronic states of xy orbital character at
(π, 0) and (0, π ). We caution, however, that RIXS at the
Fe L3 edge can reach in-plane momentum transfers q up to
∼0.5(π, 0), meaning that we only probe a fraction of the
magnon dispersion.
We now turn our attention to the relevance of our results
to the physics of the arsenides. We first call attention that one
must keep in mind that RIXS at the Fe L3 edge probes Fe
derived excitations. Therefore, it is interesting that while K
and Co substitution lead both to SC, the RIXS probed excita-
tions are largely unaffected by the change of composition in
these instances [10,25,26]. In contrast, SC is not observed for
phases with Mn, that is here shown to be a strong scatter of
the Fe derived excitations along the (π, 0)/(0, π ) directions.
Thus, the absence of superconductivity in pnictide samples
containing Mn spins can be understood in terms of electron
scattering by QNéel = (π, π ) fluctuations which suppress the
high temperature superconducting s+− phase, favoring the
more fragile d-wave superconductivity [15].
The specifics of Mn substitution should also be addressed.
Indeed, the remarkable fact that small amounts of Mn impu-
rities impact strongly the Fe derived magnetic excitations was
not yet discussed. This finding suggests the kind of coopera-
tive behavior of the Mn impurities as discussed in Ref. [39] or
a strong coupling between the order parameter of the incipient
Néel-type and the SDW ordering wave vector QSDW = (π, 0)
or (0, π ) as proposed in Ref. [40]. Such collective behavior
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of Mn impurities is investigated in Figs. 5(a)–5(d), where an
overview of the composition dependence of RIXS spectra is
presented. First we track in Figs. 5(a)–5(c) the doping evolu-
tion of the magnon modes for maximum momentum transfer.
For all investigated samples, the modes along (π, π ) disperse
to about 170 meV, while the modes along (π, 0) present
a clear trend toward softening starting from the x = 0.009
sample [see also Fig. 5(c)]. A more comparative scenario is
highlighted in Fig. 5(d). The anisotropy in the dispersion of
the magnon modes as a function of ||q|| tends to disappear for
small ||q|| and develops strongly with its increase, even for
the x = 0.009 sample. This result illustrates the impact of the
cooperative behavior of magnetic disorder on the Fe-derived
magnetic excitations due to the growing Mn impurity density
that is related to an incipient Néel order.
IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Magnetic excitations in Mn substituted iron arsenides were
investigated by means of RIXS at the Fe L3 edge. The Fe de-
rived excitations were shown to be composition and momen-
tum dependent, in contrast to previous RIXS experiments of
the arsenides. Our pnictide sample with the highest Mn doping
(x = 0.08) displays magnetic excitations along the directions
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(π, 0) and (0, π ) that are strongly damped and softened. It
suggests that the absence of SC in phases of arsenides with
Mn can thus be naturally explained by the lack of the (π, 0)
and (0, π ) fluctuations that promote the most efficient Cooper
pairing channel. The cooperative behavior of Mn impurities
was also highlighted. It was shown that small amounts of Mn
have a large impact on the Fe derived excitations.
We propose that the intraorbital character of the Fe de-
rived magnons is key to understand why the introduction of
QNéel = (π, π ) fluctuations, derived from the Mn local spins,
are able to scatter the magnons along the (π, 0) and (0, π )
directions. Certainly, more theoretical and experimental work
is needed to better understand this phenomenon. In this regard,
the formal valence of Mn in Ba(Fe1−xMnx )2As2 is 2+, thus
Mn impurities carry a large S = 5/2 spin. It remains to be
investigated if our results are due to the specifics of this
spin configuration, or if it is a general feature concerning the
presence of strongly localized moments at the FeAs layers.
In this line of thinking, it is interesting to investigate phases
containing Cr, which do not present SC as well. The inves-
tigation of Cu containing samples is also invited. Although
Cu leads to a SC phase [4] the critical temperature is low and
that could be due to the scattering of (π, 0)/(0, π ) fluctua-
tions. In this case, one expects d-wave SC in Cu containing
samples.
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